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Discover MozambiqueHear the Afro-Latino rhythms of Maputo's streets from the back seat of a

vintage habana.Climb barefoot up the misty heights of sacred Monte Gorongosa. Watch the spirits

of the dead come to life at a masked mapiko dance.Hum to attract a humpback whale while

snorkelling in Two Mile Reef with dolphins and dugong. In This Guide:One author, 2500km of

coastline, 42 hilariously cramped bus rides and countless acts of kindness. All new diving chapter -

your cutting-edge guide to the best diving spots and wildlife experiences.
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Best for curious and independent-minded travelers' --Wall Street Journal

Who We Are At Lonely Planet, we see our job as inspiring and enabling travellers to connect with

the world for their own benefit and for the benefit of the world at large.   What We Do * We offer

travellers the world's richest travel advice, informed by the collective wisdom of over 350 Lonely

Planet authors living in 37 countries and fluent in 70 languages. * We are relentless in finding the

special, the unique and the different for travellers wherever they are. * When we update our

guidebooks, we check every listing, in person, every time.  * We always offer the trusted filter for

those who are curious, open minded and independent. * We challenge our growing community of

travellers; leading debate and discussion about travel and the world. * We tell it like it is without fear

or favor in service of the travellers; not clouded by any other motive.   What We Believe We believe



that travel leads to a deeper cultural understanding and compassion and therefore a better world.

I generally LOVE lonely planet books, and buy one for every trip I take. Especially for international

trips. Unfortunately, this one was not as helpful as others. Some of the recommendations were not

accurate or valid. And several of the phone numbers had been disconnected. Still, the maps are

correct and helpful, especially in the cities.

Very useful and necessary information. I recomend it if you are traveling to the north. I recommend it

if you are traveling north.Please note that it is a guide only, as a base for your trip, but it is always

best to know the local people and let them lead the way.

Very detailed, accurate, recent info. Incredible value for money. A must have for Mozambique

travellers.

i'm afraid i have to pan this guide. i am here in mozambique and was also here a couple of years

ago for 6 weeks. this guide looks like a rush job. there is not a whole lot of info beyond the bare

minimum. the author doesn't seem to have spent very much time here. i was looking at someone's

bradt guide last week and the difference is amazing. the bradt is twice as big for starters, and the

author clearly has spent a lot of time here and knows the country. the maps in the bradt are also

better. each entry about a hotel or restaurant has the map coordinates and you can go directly to

the map to see where things are. the maps of maputo are generally much better.both guides are

pretty much completely absent of information about mozambiquan music, which is an appalling

oversite!and another complaint. i decided to download the digital edition and discovered that,

contrary to what the web site says, it isn't complete. there is no index and the notes about the author

are absent.anyhow, not recommended.

Mozambique has only recently re-opened to tourism, after years of war and bloodshed. Fortunately

the hard times are now over, and the country is once again a thriving, wonderful African nation. I

loved it all - the people, the food, the music... With this Lonely Planet guide, I was really able to get

the most out of my stay. It contains plenty of advice on visiting places, hotels, restaurants, etc. And

also great advice on how to save money - indeed, Mozambique can be very expensive ! A country

and a book I won't forget.



Excelent travel guide

Lonely Planet books are always interesting to browse through. Most of the time they do stick to

giving you the facts about a country and I do appreciate it. However, Lonely Planet's editors often

like to mix their left wing politics with travel. The result are sections like "Responsible Tourism" that

at best are paternalistic to the reader and at worst wrong. In this section it is suggested that the

tourist seek out "locally run and owned" establishments and patronize them instead of foreign

owned businesses. First of all if you can tell a foreign owned from a local owned perhaps it's

because the standards are different. Secondly, why would you choose a lessor value (weighing in

price and quality of the product together) when picking a hotel for instance? Where you stay is part

of the experience and it may not be worth residing in some dank crummy hotel for the sake of

patronizing a local business. The reason why countries like Mozambique never worked out

economically in the past (and now are trying to change) is because their leaders applied the same

kind of dim ignorant thinking displayed by Lonely Planet writers.I have traveled to many People's

Republics and the idea of a business supplying a valued product to a customer was often lacking.

Businesses were simply suppose to provide jobs and no attention to efficiency or quality was made.

This is exactly why these economies floundered in the past; they could not make things to market

standards, their use of material resources and labor was so poor that they could only pay workers a

pittance and could only pawn off their wares to captive populations. A successful economy has

businesses that typically concentrate on providing value to the customer first - that is you the

traveler. By doing so a business will insure that it employs local people and contributes to the local

economy. Demanding that local enterprises match the value of foreign firms will help the country.

Local entrepreneurs and workers will adopt the right business standards and work ethics to

economically succeed.
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